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If you’re getting married this summer, it’s time to start thinking about the perfect gifts for your 
bridesmaids. Without your squad, you wouldn’t be where you are, so what better way to show 
your appreciation than with thoughtful and stylish gifts?  
 

 
 
The Katie Kime brand, known for vibrant and playful prints and designs, makes it easy to find 
special gifts for your beautiful friends. From chic removable wallpaper to luxuriously soft 
monogrammed pajamas, there's something for every bridesmaid to cherish long after the 
wedding day. 
 

1. Indulge Them with a Fancy PJ Pajama Shorts Set 
 
Help your bridesmaids stay cool and comfortable this summer with a Katie Kime pajama 
shorts set. Featuring whimsical prints and relaxed silhouettes, these soft shorts sets are 
the ultimate for leisurely mornings, cozy evenings, or relaxing with friends and loved 
ones on the weekends. Katie Kime pajamas are also excellent gifts for a girl’s bridal 
brunch. Pop the champagne, toast the bride, and celebrate the journey you’ve all been 
on together so far. 
  

2. Pick Out Luxe Removable Wallpaper You Know She’ll Adore 
 
If you know your bridesmaids’ tastes well, a fun gift would be bold peel and stick 
wallpaper in a unique print. Removable wallpaper is ideal for indecisive pattern lovers 
or style-conscious renters because it instantly spruces up a space without a permanent 
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commitment. Whether she likes a cowboy motif or big city vibes with iconic landmarks, 
Katie Kime’s wallpaper selections serve up stylish options for all. 

 
3. Stylize Her Wardrobe with a Monogrammed Oxford Shirt 

 
Classic Oxford shirts from Katie Kime are chic and versatile button-downs available in a 
variety of styles, some featuring stripes. They are constructed with soft poplin cotton 
and a chest pocket perfect for monogramming. The slightly oversized shirts can be worn 
long and relaxed or tucked in and tailored. This versatile workhorse shirt can be worn 
unbuttoned as a vacation cover-up or dressed up with a long skirt. Your girlfriends will 
love having this versatile shirt in their wardrobe. 
 

4. Pick Out Home Décor with Pops of Color 
 
Katie Kime’s collection of stylish home décor adds the ideal decorative accents to living 
spaces. From eye-catching Lucite trays and ice buckets to framed prints and tea towels, 
each piece is a reflection of one’s personality and style. Your bridesmaids can create a 
sanctuary they’ll love coming home to. From artistic city toiles to cosmic cheetahs to fun 
oysters and lemons prints, home décor from Katie Kime brings playful lightness to every 
setting. 

 
Bring vibrant and colorful designs to your bridesmaids from Katie Kime  
at https://www.katiekime.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/44lvqqj  
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